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Mind / parachute> best when open

 Old fish: Morning, boys, how is the water? 
 Young fishes:  What the hell is water?

The Child is father of the man,
I could wish my days to be
Bound each to each by natural piety.

 William Wordsworth



Reft and light: do not confound!



The (not so) good old Cold War 
 High tension 1945-1991
 Hindsight bias should not deceive us: 

The outcome was totally unpredictable.
Both superpowers seemed invincible:

nuclear weapons & huge resources
 September, 1983: The man who saved the world. 

Stanislav Petrov: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9RrTzcDcw0

 November, 1983: This time top-spies saved the world
Focus on psychological, economical (oil price), 

informational warfare

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L9RrTzcDcw0


Remote viewing
 Catch up with the Soviets!! 1973.
 Psychic espionage. “Please tell us that this is 

nonsense.”
 Physicist Harold Puthoff. Psychic medium Ingo Swann 

proved the opposite. 
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOAfH1utUSM
 1983: Method elaborated.  Now everybody is able 

to learn it.
 1995: New World Order.  Victory of the West. 

Declassified. Now everybody is allowed to learn it. 
 Clubs, Youtube tutorials, BBC etc.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c67dw3sDD8E

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOAfH1utUSM
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c67dw3sDD8E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=c67dw3sDD8E


A random code

 Gets attached to an object
 And written on a piece of paper 

which is handed out to the viewer:
 „Please draw or write down what 

you see/feel/guess/hear in your mind 
to which object this code could 
indicate. 

 No thinking, just follow your 
impulses from ‚inside‘.“ 



Examples



Another





Defying the laws of gravity….



Extended mind

 Biologist Rupert Sheldrake
 Experiments on telepathy with pets and 

people, being stared at, synchronicities
 Thesis: the mind is not confined to our 

brain. 
 We seem to be in a field / fields where 

information is available beyond the 
classical laws defined by the pre-quantum-
physics era.



The duck of Descartes



Quantum physics: the return of the 
spirit into science. Singularities



Double slit experiment. Observer!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWTo2Gk5iU0

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rWTo2Gk5iU0


Entanglement. Interconnection.



Remote viewing light 
① Or: “Let us paint five minutes and explain to 

each other the results”
② Nice warming-up tool in the classroom
③ Kind of mind massage.  Associative thinking. 
④ Scientific experiment: blind / double blind, no 

hint from the intellect. 
⑤ Both good and weak students have the same 

chances (usually best results by the extremes)
⑥ Thinking in probabilities.  Vs. “relativism”
⑦ What is better: Trust authorities (incl.  

Wikipedia) or own experience?



Example 



With target



Do-it-yourself:

5910 6392 7201s

3891 4830 3144m



Motivational impacts
 Associative thinking.  Right half of the brain.  Fun. 

Looks like magic. Even when it does not work. 
 Sincerity,  scientific eros, search for truth despite 

prevailing opinion. 
 We learn more than we „should“ learn according 

to the dominant mind model. 
 Lost generation of consumers.  Be part of a new 

society which will overcome the abysses of 
capitalism and consumerism.  Therapeutical task 
against addictions. 

 Actually, motivation is overrated. Rather: habits



For further reasoning:
 Theory of the extended mind. Field theory 
 „If reality is made of information, reality can be 

hacked.“ Terrence McKenna
 Age of new consciousness? Interconnection. 
 Hyperreality? Time does not matter. Read texts, the 

message in the mind of the author. (Artjom picture. 
He depicted the favorite game. Shield, dinosaurs.)

 Perception:  “If we could feel what we do to the earth 
we would stop immediately!” 

 Double slit: Our observation influences reality, our 
expectation attracts affirmation.  Mind matters. We do 
matter. 

 j.stappenbeck@gmail.com



Further explanation
 Very good introduction:
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8KMyi_

pPZI
 Many other videos, f.e. Ingo Swann:
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Wm1R

NZkqZI
 International RV Association>
 http://www.irva.org/library/clips/
 Attempt of scientific explanation:
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kU

V89At3Fxg

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8KMyi_pPZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8KMyi_pPZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=q8KMyi_pPZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Wm1RNZkqZI
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Wm1RNZkqZI
http://www.irva.org/library/clips/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUV89At3Fxg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kUV89At3Fxg


2. Spiel: die Wahrscheinlichkeit 
schlagen: welche Zahl liegt oben?
 Wir würfeln in Teams (jedes hat einen 

Würfel mit Becher). Die Teammitglieder 
raten gemeinsam, welche Zahl im Becher 
oben liegt: zwei Zahlen werden genannt. 
(Das mindert den moralischen Druck bei 
Erfolg und Misserfolg.)

 Ziel ist es, die 33,3% Wahrscheinlichkeit klar 
zu schlagen, also mindestens 50% zu schaffen 
bei je 20 Versuchen.

 Konzentration, die richtigen Fragen stellen, 
Wettbewerb,  Vertrauen auf den Geist



4. Spiel: Mäxchen
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